Facebook’s Violence Standards Make for a Bad Business
Plan
“Facebook Employees Are Outraged At Mark Zuckerberg’s Explanations Of How It Handled
The Kenosha Violence,” reads the headline at Buzzfeed. One such employee asks “[a]t
what point do we take responsibility for enabling hate ﬁlled bile to spread across our
services?”
The apparent outrage and the speciﬁc question both conﬂict with Facebook’s mission
statement (“to give people the power to share and make the world more open and
connected”) and the second half of its vision statement (“to discover what’s going on in the
world, and to share and express what matters to them”).
The outrage is also very selective.
“In an eﬀort to prevent and disrupt real-world harm,” Facebook proclaims in its community
standards on violence and criminal behavior, “we do not allow any organizations or
individuals that proclaim a violent mission or are engaged in violence to have a presence
on Facebook. … We also remove content that expresses support or praise for groups,
leaders, or individuals involved in these activities.”
The mission of the Marine riﬂe squad is to locate, close with, and destroy the enemy by ﬁre
and maneuver or to repel the enemy’s assault by ﬁre and close combat. If that doesn’t
sound violent to you, you’ve probably never ﬁre-team-rushed across an open area under
small arms ﬁre.
The Marine Corps maintains an oﬃcial page on Facebook, with 3.5 million “likes.”
It has a separate page dedicated to recruitment of individuals into the organization (and its
very violent mission), with 4.1 million likes.
There’s a Marine veterans’ group with more than 20,000 members.
Facebook’s stated policies forbid those pages and groups. Yet there they are.
I’ve personally had Facebook posts deleted, and gone to “Facebook jail” for supposedly
violating “community standards.” But never has that happened to me for sharing the
Commandant’s Marine Corps birthday message on my timeline, as I try to remember to do
each November 10.
There’s clearly a secret or hidden clause in Facebook’s violence policies: Those policies
don’t apply to people, organizations, and viewpoints the company and its enforcers either

like or consider themselves beholden to.
The Marine Corps gets a free pass. The Islamic State doesn’t.
Black Lives Matter? Good to go. Kenosha Guard? Go directly to Facebook jail, do not pass
Go, do not collect $200.
Unlike some — President Donald Trump and US Senator Josh Hawley (R-MO) to name two —
I oppose government action or regulation in the name of rectifying this kind of bias.
But it’s obvious to me that this bias is becoming a damaging business practice.
People join Facebook to say the things we want to say to the people we want to say those
things to. The service has great built-in tools for personal control of who one hears from
(“friend”) or doesn’t hear from (“block”). Users neither need nor want supervision by hairtrigger scolds.
Requiring users to walk on eggshells with every post, hoping we haven’t oﬀended the
“community standards” gods, isn’t just fundamentally incompatible with Facebook’s stated
mission and vision. It subtracts value rather than adding it.

